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Abstract
Diagnosability is an essential property that determines how accurate any diagnostic reasoning can
be on a system. While diagnosability in a discrete
event system can be decided by synchronising finite
state machines representing ambiguous paths in individual subsystems, this synchronisation operation
remains prohibitively complex.
We propose a novel algorithm that exploits structure
and locality properties of a system to avoid expensive synchronisation operations. By propagating
concise summary information reflecting diagnosability of small subsystems, diagnosability of the
entire system is computed incrementally. As a result, we obtain an efficient algorithm that can not
only decide (non)diagnosability but that is also applicable in scenarios where computational resources
are limited. We also show how our algorithm can be
applied to analyse distributed (software) systems.

1

Introduction

Automated fault diagnosis has significant practical impact by
improving reliability and facilitating maintenance of systems.
Given a monitor continuously receiving observations from a
dynamic event-driven system, diagnostic algorithms detect
possible fault events that explain the observations. For many
applications, it is not sufficient to identify what faults could
have occurred; rather one wishes to know what faults have
definitely occurred. Computing the latter in general requires
diagnosability of the system, that is, the guarantee that the
occurrence of a fault can be detected with certainty after a finite number of subsequent observations [Sampath et al., 1995].
Consequently, diagnosability analysis of the system should be
performed before any diagnostic reasoning. The diagnosability
results then help in choosing the type of diagnostic algorithm
that can be performed and provide some information of how
to change the system to make it more diagnosable.
While diagnosability of existing systems has been actively
researched, the issue has become relevant also in the design
∗
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and development phase of new systems, where diagnosability
is used to verify that faults can be detected and isolated easily.
Given that considerable parts of modern complex systems are
implemented in software, it has become desirable to apply similar techniques also to computer programs. In this context, the
sensor placement problem to ensure diagnosability translates
into the debugging problem, where specific faults in executable
programs must be distinguished and isolated. While programs
are generally more accessible than integrated physical systems,
tight constraints on developer effort and limited computational
resources on embedded devices in distributed settings do restrict monitoring and diagnostic solutions. Hence, establishing
sufficient but cost-effective fault isolation frameworks in software design remains a vital issue that must be addressed as
part of the overall system design phase. In particular, systems
should be designed such that likely faults in software can be
isolated quickly and unambiguously. Fortunately, the same
analysis techniques can help in the design of both hard- and
software systems: in physical systems, diagnosability amounts
to deciding the sensor placement problem, while in the software domain possible probes and monitoring frameworks must
be implemented at strategic interfaces between dependent subsystems. In the following presentation, both domains are used
interchangeably.
In this paper, we propose a formal framework for checking diagnosability of event-driven systems which is mainly
motivated by two facts. Checking diagnosability means determining the existence of two behaviours in the system that
are not distinguishable. However, in realistic systems, there
is a combinatorial explosion of the search space that forbids
the practical use of classical and centralised diagnosability
checking methods [Sampath et al., 1995] like the twin plant
method [Jiang et al., 2001; Yoo and Lafortune, 2002].
Our proposal makes several contributions to solving the
diagnosability problem. The first one is the definition of a new
theoretical framework where the classical diagnosability problem is described as a distributed search problem. Instead of
searching for indistinguishable behaviours in a global model,
we propose to distribute the search based on local twin plants
[Pencolé, 2004], represented as finite state machines (FSMs).
Specifically, we exploit modularity of a system by organising the system components into a tree structure, the jointree,

where each node of the tree is assigned a subset of the local
twin plants whose collective set of events has a size bounded
by the treewidth of the system. Once the jointree is constructed
we need only synchronise the twin plants in each jointree node,
and all further computation takes the form of message passing
along the edges of the jointree. Using the jointree properties
we show that after exchanging two messages per edge, the
FSMs in the tree are collectively consistent. This allows to
decide diagnosability by considering these FSMs in sequence
instead of the large global twin plant.
We describe how messages represented as FSMs are computed based on projections of a FSM onto a subset of its events,
and how diagnosability information can be propagated along
with the messages. We employ an iterative procedure such
that only a subset of the jointree is considered at a time, terminating the algorithm once a subset sufficient for deciding
diagnosability has been determined. Our approach to use selective message passing in a jointree improves upon previous
work by Pencolé (2004) in that we relax some of the assumptions underlying earlier work and achieve greater scalability
by employing more efficient synchronisation mechanisms.
Since diagnosability analysis is a complex problem, our algorithm explicitly accounts for the possibility that the available
resources may not be sufficient to calculate the precise solution for a given problem. Our incremental analysis algorithm
ensures that in such cases it is able to provide an approximate
solution to the diagnosability problem. Specifically, a subsystem where the existence of indistinguishable behaviours
has been established but not yet verified against the rest of
the system is returned. While an approximate solution cannot
be used to verify that a system is definitely (non)diagnosable,
it is useful to show that on-line monitoring of this particular
subsystem will not be sufficient to detect occurrences of the
fault.
This paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we summarise the Twin Plant method of addressing the diagnosability
problem for discrete event systems and outline the basic principles underlying jointrees. Section 3 presents our approach
to use jointrees for diagnosability analysis, discussing our
message-passing scheme and iterative algorithm. Differences
to related work are discussed in Section 4, followed by a
summary of our contributions and possible future research
directions.

2

Background

In this section we review the definition of diagnosability and
the twin plant approach to diagnosability checking, and give a
short introduction to jointrees.

2.1

Diagnosability of Discrete Event Systems

Similar to the diagnosis of discrete-event systems we consider
a system of distributed systems G1 , . . . , Gn . The behaviour of
each component can be represented as a finite state machine
(FSM) Gi = hXi , Σi , x0i , Ti i where Xi is the set of states,
Σi is the set of events, x0i is the initial state, and Ti is the
transition relation (Ti ⊆ Xi × Σi × Xi ). The set of events
Σi is divided into four disjoint subsets: observable events Σoi ,
communication events Σsi shared with other components,
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Figure 1: Three communicating processes modelled as FSMs.
Bold, Solid, dashed, and dotted lines denote observable,
shared, failure, and internal transitions, respectively.
unobservable fault events Σfi , and other unobservable events
Σui . Without loss of generality the communication events are
assumed to be unobservable and observable and fault events
to be specific to a Gi .
Example 1 Assume a system of communicating processes
is to be analysed to assess whether sufficient monitoring and
logging capabilities have been put in place to detect particular
types of faults in the system.
In our model, each process provides particular services
to its peers and uses services provided by others by means
of exchanging messages.1 We abstract from concrete data
contained in a message and represent each type of message
as event. Hence, events and messages serve to coordinate the
overall execution of processes in our system.
Figure 1 depicts a small distributed system of three subsystems represented as communicating FSMs: process GS
represents a server process that, once initialised, receives and
executes requests from clients and returns the result. Subsystem GC represents a client that communicates with the server
process by sending requests and processing replies. Subsystem GL implements a message archive where alerts are logged
and stored for later analysis.
Interactions between subsystems are modelled as shared
events; GS and GC communicate via events request and reply,
while GS sends alerts to GL using an alert message.
Observable events in our model correspond to activity that
can be perceived from a user’s or administrator’s point of
view. In GC , the completion of the initial setup stage, where
parameters for the subsequent processing cycle are set, and
the result of each request are directly visible. On the server
side, event ready (denoting the completion of the initialisation
stage) can be observed by the operator and a log file with
entries for each request (event log) can be inspected. In GL ,
the addition of a newly arrived message can be observed via
event write.
In GS , the initialisation step init cannot be observed directly. We further assume that the initialisation can fail (event
fail); in this case, an alert event alert is sent to the logging
subsystem. We assume that the system continues to execute,
but some requests may not complete successfully due to failed
initialisation of GS .
We use this example to show how diagnosability analysis
can help to assess whether the observable events are sufficient
to infer the presence or absence of event fail.
1
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While the model in Figure 1 seems intuitively correct, we
will show that the observable events are insufficient to decide
the presence or absence of event fail. While the alert message
is designed to make a failure observable in the logging component, GL may delay its write operation indefinitely. Hence,
this system becomes nondiagnosable. Results like these can
be useful for system design, where requirements for different
subsystems are laid out. By analysing a proposed design with
respect to diagnosability of faults, requirements on logging
and monitoring facilities can be verified.
Note that a monolithic model for the entire system
is implicitly defined as the synchronised product, G =
2
Sync(G1 , . . . , GS
n ) of all component models.
A fault F ∈ i Σfi of the system is diagnosable iff its
(unobservable) occurrence can always be deduced after finite
delay [Sampath et al., 1995]. In other words, a fault is not
diagnosable if there exist two infinite paths from the initial
state which contain the same infinite sequence of observable
events, but only one sequence contains a fault.
More formally, let pF denote a path starting from the initial
state of the system and ending with the occurrence of a fault F
in a state xF , let sF denote a finite path starting from xF , and
let obs(p) denote the sequence of observable events in a path
p. As in [Sampath et al., 1995], we assume that (i) the system
is live (there is a transition from every state), and (ii) the
observable behaviour of the system is live (obs(p) is infinite
for each infinite path p of the system). Then, diagnosability of
a system with respect to F can be defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Diagnosability) F is diagnosable iff
∃d ∈ N, ∀pF sF , |obs(sF )| > d ⇒
(∀p, obs(p) = obs(pF sF ) ⇒ F occurs in p).
Diagnosability checking thus requires the search for two infinite cyclic paths p and p0 where F occurs in p but not in p0 ,
such that obs(p) = obs(p0 ). The pair (p, p0 ) is called a critical pair [Cimatti, Pecheur, & Cavada, 2003]. Unless stated
otherwise, we will use path to refer to a path that starts from
the initial state of the system.

2.2

Twin plant for diagnosability checking

The idea of the twin plant is to build a FSM that compares
every pair of paths (p, p0 ) in the system that are equivalent
to the observer (obs(p) = obs(p0 )), and apply Definition 1
to determine diagnosability [Jiang et al., 2001]. From FSMs
representing individual components, FSMs representing larger
subsystems are constructed until diagnosability can be decided.
For each individual component model, the interactive diagnoser [Pencolé, 2005] is computed that returns the set of
faults that could possibly have occurred for each sequence
of observable and shared events. The interactive diagnoser
of a component Gi is the nondeterministic finite state mae i = hX
ei , Σ
e i, x
chine G
e0i , Tei i, where each state corresponds
2
The result of Sync is a FSM whose state space is the Cartesian
product of the state spaces of the processes, and whose transitions
are synchronised such that any shared event always occurs simultaneously in all subsystems that communicate via it.

to sets of possible faults that have occurred in a state in Gi :
ei ⊆ Xi × F with F ⊆ 2Σfi ; Σ
e i = Σo ∪ Σs is the set of
X
i
i
shared and observable events; x
e0i = (x0i , ∅) represents the
ei × Σ
e i ×X
ei
initial state where no faults are present; and Tei ⊆ X
denotes the set of transitions corresponding to observable and
σ
shared events. A transition (x, F) −
→ (x0 , F 0 ) exists if there is
σ1
σ
σ
a transition sequence x −→
x1 · · · −−m
→ xm −
→ x0 in Gi with
0
0
Σi = {σ1 , . . . , σm } ⊆ Σfi ∪ Σui and F = F ∪ (Σ0i ∩ Σfi ).
Example 2 Figure 2 (top) depicts the interactive diagnoser for
subsystem GS in Figure 1. Following the transitions labelled
alert and ready from the initial state of the diagnoser, we
arrive at state (s3, {fail }), showing that the system contains
a path to state s3 on which the sequence of observable and
shared events is exactly halert, readyi and the set of faults is
exactly {f ail}.
The local twin plant is then constructed by synchronising
e l (left) and G
e r (right) of the same interactive
two instances G
i
i
diagnoser based on the observable events Σoi = Σloi = Σroi .
Since only observable behaviours are compared, shared events
e l (resp.
must be distinguished between the two instances: in G
i
r
e
e
Gi ), each shared event σ ∈ Σsi from Gi is renamed to l:σ ∈
Σlsi (resp. r:σ ∈ Σrsi ). As a result we obtain the local twin

er .
el , G
plant Ĝi = Sync G
i
i
Each state of the twin plant is a pair x̂ =
((xl , F l ), (xr , F r )) that represents two possible diagnoses
given the same sequence of observable events. If a fault F
belongs to F l ∪ F r but not to F l ∩ F r , then the occurrence
of F cannot be deduced in this state. In this case, the state x̂ is
called F-nondiagnosable; otherwise it is called F-diagnosable.
By extension, a state x̂ = (x̂1 , . . . , x̂k ) is F-nondiagnosable
iff it is composed of one F-nondiagnosable state.
Example 3 Figure 2 (bottom) depicts part of the twin plant
for processes GS in Figure 1. The top labels x0, . . . , x10
of the states are their identifiers to which we will refer in
subsequent figures. State labels are composed of a state in the
left interactive diagnoser (middle label) and one in the right
interactive diagnoser (bottom label). Oval nodes represent
fail -nondiagnosable states. In this example, a part of the twin
plans is shown where the fault cannot be deduced in all but
the initial state.
A fault F is diagnosable in system G iff its global twin plant
(GTP) Sync(Ĝ1 , . . . , Ĝn ) has no path p with a cycle containing at least one observable event and one F -nondiagnosable
state [Schumann and Pencolé, 2007]. Such a path p represents
a critical pair (p1 , p2 ), and is called a critical path. The oval
nodes in Figure 2, for example, form part of a critical path.
The twin plant method searches for such a path in the GTP.
However, the GTP may be prohibitively large to perform this
global analysis. In this paper, we propose a new algorithm
that avoids building the global twin plant and operates on local
twin plants instead. Since the existence of a critical path in a
local twin plant does not imply nondiagnosability of the global
system, the results of the local analysis must be propagated
to other twin plants to decide diagnosability. As our main
contribution in this paper we present a novel algorithm that ex-
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Figure 2: Diagnoser (top left) and part of a twin plant (bottom).
ploits a jointree to efficiently perform propagation and global
diagnosability assessment.

2.3

Jointrees

Jointrees have been a classical tool in probabilistic reasoning
and constraint processing [Shenoy and Shafer, 1986; Dechter,
2003], and correspond to tree decompositions known in graph
theory [Robertson and Seymour, 1986]. For our purposes, a
jointree is a tree whose nodes are labelled with sets of events
satisfying two conditions:
Definition 2 (Jointree) Given a set of FSMs G1 , . . . , Gn defined over events Σ1 , . . . , Σn respectively, a jointree is a
directed
S tree where each node is labelled with a subset of
Σ = i Σi such that
• every Σi is contained in at least one node, and
• if an event is shared by two distinct nodes, then it also
occurs in every node on the path connecting the nodes.
Example 4 Figure 3 (left) depicts a jointree for our three processes described in Figure 1. The label on each edge represents
the intersection of the two neighbouring nodes, known as the
separator.
Once a jointree has been constructed, each FSM Gi is assigned to a node that contains its events Σi . Figure 3 (right)
depicts such an assignment. Note that in general each node
may be assigned multiple FSMs.
alert,
log, ready,
request, reply,
fail,
...... init
......
request
alert
reply
print, setup,
request, reply

alert,
write

GS
request
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GC

alert
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Figure 3: Jointree (left) and assignment of processes to jointree
nodes (right). Observable events are set in italic font, failure
events and internal events are underlined.

Once the FSMs have been assigned, the structure of the
jointree can be exploited to guide our diagnosability assessment. In the following sections we show that it is sufficient
to synchronise all FSMs assigned to the same node in the
tree, followed by two message passing phases. The properties
of the jointree then guarantee that consistency among all the
FSMs has been achieved.
The efficiency of jointree propagation depends on the size
of the FSMs computed. Hence it is desirable to minimise the
number of FSMs assigned to a single node. For this purpose
we can also use the well-known heuristics that minimise the
number of events labelling a jointree node. The size of the
largest label, minus 1, is known as the width of the jointree, and
the minimum width among all possible jointrees for a given
system is known as the treewidth of the system [Robertson and
Seymour, 1986]. Efficient polynomial-time procedures, such
as the min-fill heuristic, can be used to create jointrees of low
width by exploiting system structure [Dechter, 2003]. These
procedures also guarantee that the jointree nodes are labelled
in such a way that no FSM is assigned to more than one node.
Note further that nodes might be labelled with events that do
not occur in any of the FSMs assigned to it. This is the case if
FSMs interact in a cyclic way.

3

A Jointree Algorithm for Diagnosability

The synchronisation of all twin plants in a jointree would
solve the diagnosability problem. However, for large systems
this can be prohibitively expensive. This complexity can be
avoided by synchronising only the twin plants in each jointree
node, followed by message passing between adjacent tree
nodes to propagate local results to a wider scope. After two
cycles of message passing and synchronisation with local
FSMs, global diagnosability can be decided.
Jointrees admit a generic message passing method that
achieves consistency among the nodes [Dechter, 2003]. In
our case this translates into a method that achieves consistency
of all FSMs labelling the jointree nodes. Here, the messages
will themselves be FSMs. In the following we present an algorithm to compute these messages and show how diagnosability
information can be propagated correctly between nodes. Subsequently, we detail our iterative algorithm that addresses the
diagnosability problem.

3.1

Establishing consistency

While FSMs assigned to the same tree node are synchronised
directly to obtain a local picture of the system behaviour,
messages must be exchanged to achieve consistency between
nodes.
Definition 3 (Global Consistency; Completeness) A FSM
Gi with events Σi is globally consistent with respect to FSMs
G1 , . . . , Gn iff for every path pi in Gi there exists a path p
in the synchronised product Sync(G1 , . . . , Gn ) that has with
respect to Σi the same event sequence as pi . A FSM Gi is
complete iff it contains all globally consistent paths of Gi .
Each edge in a jointree partitions the tree into two subtrees,
and a message sent over an edge represents a summary of the
collective behaviour permitted by the sending side of the partition. A major advantage of this method is that this summary
needs only to mention events given by the separator labelling
the edge; the jointree construction ensures that this equals the
intersection of the two sets of events across the partition.
A message can be computed by projecting a FSM onto a
subset of its events.
Definition 4 (Projection) The projection ΠΣ0 (G)
=
hX 0 , Σ0 , x0 , T 0 i of a FSM G on events Σ0 ⊆ Σ is obtained
from G by first contracting all transitions not labelled by an
event in Σ0 and then removing all states (except the initial
state x0 ) that are not the target of any transition in the new set
of transitions T 0 . More formally, T 0 is given as follows:
n
σ0
T 0 = x −→ x0 | x, x0 ∈ X 0 and σ 0 ∈ Σ0 and
σ

σ

σ0

1
k
∃ x −→
x1 · · · −→
xk −→ x0
o
in G such that σi ∈
/ Σ0 ∀i = 1, . . . , k .

Figure 4 shows the result of projecting Gc on its shared events.
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Figure 4: Projection Π{request,reply} (GC )

3.2

Message passing

To achieve consistency among the synchronised FSMs in a tree,
each node requires a summary of the behaviour permitted by
the FSMs in the remaining tree. Given the jointree properties,
these summaries can be computed in only two passes over the
jointree: one inward pass, in which the root “pulls” messages
towards it from the rest of the tree, and one outward pass, in
which the root “pushes” messages away from it towards the
leaves. Once all messages have been exchanged, the FSM in
each node is updated to reflect the information received from
neighbouring nodes. As a result, all FSMs are complete and
consistent.
The process starts by designating any node of the tree as
root. Then, in the first, inward pass, beginning with the leaves
each node sends a message to its (unique) neighbour n in
the direction of the root. To compute this message, its FSM
is synchronised with all messages it receives from its other
neighbours (leaves do not have “other neighbours” and hence

skip this step). The message that is subsequently sent to the
node p closer to the tree root is the projection of this FSM
onto the separator between n and p.
In the second, outward pass, each node (except the root)
receives a message from its (unique) neighbour in the direction
of the root. Again, a message is computed by synchronising
a node’s FSM with all messages it received from its other
neighbours and by projecting the result onto the separator
events between itself and the receiver of the message.
Finally, each node updates its associated FSM by synchronisation with messages received from its neighbours. As a
result, each FSM Gci represents exactly the behaviour that is
complete and possible in the global model implicitly defined
by the jointree.
Example 5 Figure 5 illustrates the inward and outward propagation steps performed on the jointree of Figure 3 (right).

ĜS
MCS =
ΠΣ (ĜC )

ĜC

ĜS
MLS =
ΠΣ0 (ĜL )

ĜL

MSC =
ΠΣ (Sync(ĜS , MLS ))

ĜC

MSL =
ΠΣ0 (Sync(ĜS , MCS ))

ĜL

Figure 5: Inward (left) and outward (right) message propagation using jointrees, where Σ = {l : request, r : request, l :
reply, r : reply} and Σ0 = {l : alert, r : alert}.
We have shown that after message propagation has completed, the FSMs in each node are consistent and complete:3
Theorem 1 Every FSM Gci labelling a jointree node is
complete and consistent with respect to all other FSMs
G1 , . . . , Gn of the tree once it has been synchronised with
all received messages.
In particular it follows that for every path p in Ĝ0i =
ΠΣi (Sync(Ĝ1 , . . . , Ĝn )) there is also an equivalent path pi
in Ĝci defined over the same event sequence as p, and vice
versa.
While Theorem 1 establishes desirable properties, it can
be shown that it is insufficient to decide diagnosability, since
some critical paths may be lost due to the projection operation.
In general, we need to ensure that for every critical path p
in G0i there is also an equivalent critical path pi in Gci . This
requires the propagation of diagnosability information in addition to the message passing algorithm outlined previously.

3.3

Propagation of diagnosability information

In the rest of the section we will assume that (i) the twin plants
representing subsystems have been assigned to appropriate
jointree nodes and synchronised within each node, (ii) GF is
the FSM containing the fault F whose diagnosability is to be
checked, and (iii) the node containing the twin plant ĜF is
chosen as root.
3

Proofs of the theorems in this paper are in [Schumann, 2007].

It has been shown that if any twin plant of a jointree node
contains a consistent critical path, then the fault F is nondiagnosable [Schumann, 2007]. Hence, diagnosability can be
decided by searching for critical paths in the individual FSMs
in the jointree after the message passing phase is completed.
The root can already be examined for critical paths after the
inward propagation phase: (i) the synchronisation of the root
with all its incoming messages results in a globally consistent
twin plant, and (ii), since the fault F appears in the root, the
FSM already contains diagnosability information, that is, the
classification of states into diagnosable and nondiagnosable
ones. If the root does not contain a nondiagnosable state, the
entire system is known to be diagnosable. Otherwise, the
outward propagation phase must be carried out to determine
whether another jointree node has a critical path.
Once propagation is complete, every state of a twin plant
comprises a tuple (x̂1 , . . . , x̂n ). In particular, each state contains a state from ĜF that has been received and synchronised
with the local FSM as part of the messages pushed from the
root in the outward propagation phase. To ensure diagnosability information is preserved, we must ensure that no path to a
nondiagnosable state is lost in this process.
Recall that the projection operation applied to compute the
outward message removes all states that are no longer a target
of a transition labelled by a separator event in Σ. This can
lead to the removal of nondiagnosable states, resulting in the
incomplete propagation of diagnosability information.
Example 6 Consider the twin plant Ĝu shown in Figure 6
(left). Assume a message Pu = Π{s1} (Ĝu ) is to be computed with respect to event set {s1 } and sent to Ĝv . By
projecting Ĝu onto {s1 }, the nondiagnosable state u1 is
eliminated. This results in the consistent twin plant Ĝcv =
Sync(Π{s1} (Ĝu ), Ĝv ) obtained by synchronisation of Pu
with Ĝv . However, Ĝcv does not contain any critical paths,
although it should contain one (as shown by the properly synchronised FSM Ĝvc0 = ΠΣv (Sync(Ĝu , Ĝv ))).
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Figure 6: FSMs Ĝu , Pu , Ĝv , Ĝcv , and Ĝc0
v (from left to right).
We therefore need to ensure that every message passed
on from Ĝ to Ĝ0 via the separator events Σsep will lead
to a consistent twin plant Ĝ0c that has a critical path iff
ΠΣsep (Sync(Ĝ, Ĝ0 )) has one. This guarantees that Ĝ0c has a
critical path iff ΠΣ0 (Sync(Ĝ, Ĝ0 )) has one, where Σ0 is the
event set labelling the jointree node of Ĝ0 .
To achieve this it is necessary to annotate every diagnosable
state x̂ in a message to capture whether it has a nondiagnosable
local future, that is, whether there is a transition sequence
starting in x̂ and leading to a nondiagnosable state x̂k such
that none of the transition events is kept in the projection:
Definition 5 (Nondiagnosable Local Future) Let Ĝ and Ĝ0
be two FSMs associated with adjacent nodes in a jointree

connected by an edge labelled Σsep , and let x̂k denote a nondiagnosable state in Ĝ. Then, a diagnosable state x̂ ∈ Ĝ
has a nondiagnosable local future iff there exists a transition
sequence
σk
σ1
x̂k
x̂ −→
x̂1 · · · −→
in Ĝ such that none of the events σ1 , . . . , σk are in Σsep .
We capture this information by adding additional nondiagnosable subgraphs to the FSM ΠΣsep (Ĝ) obtained by projection of Ĝ: for every diagnosable state x̂ ∈ Ĝ that has a
nondiagnosable local future w.r.t. Σsep , a nondiagnosable exext
tended terminal state ext(x̂) and a transition x̂ −−→ ext(x̂)
are added to ensure that the critical path is not lost in the
projection.
Example 7 The left part of Figure 7 illustrates the message
MSL sent from ĜS (see Figure 2) to ĜL . The only diagnosable state x0 in ĜS does not have a nondiagnosable local
future, since all outgoing transitions are kept in the projection
Π{alert} , and the nondiagnosable state x1 is included in MSL .
In contrast, the state x0 of the message MSC shown on
the right of Figure 7 does have a nondiagnosable local future
w.r.t. {l : request, r : request, l : reply, r : reply} according
l:alert

to Definition 5. The path x0 −−−−→ x1 in ĜS leads to the
nondiagnosable state x1, but is eliminated by the projection
Π{request,reply} . Hence, an extended state ext(x0) must be
introduced in MSC as depicted on the right of Figure 7.
r:request
x0

l:alert

x1

x0

ext

x3
ext(x0)

Figure 7: Message MSL (left) and part of message MSC
(right). Circles denote nondiagnosable states and hexagon
shapes extended states, respectively.
Note that there is no need to introduce artificial states for
a nondiagnosable state x̂0 . This results from the fact that all
states reachable from x̂0 via transitions labelled by events not
kept in the projection can only be part of a nondiagnosable
cycle if there is also a nondiagnosable cycle with state x̂0
(according to the synchronisation operation). Hence nondiagnosability can be verified correctly based only on the latter.
Using the extended messages diagnosability can be decided:
Theorem 2 Fault F is diagnosable in G iff after both passes
of jointree propagation with diagnosability information, no
FSM in a jointree node has a critical path.

3.4

Iterative jointree propagation

Since the complexity of our approach results from the complexity of the message propagation (and not the jointree construction), the efficiency of the algorithm can further be improved by limiting the scope of propagation within the jointree. We propose an algorithm that iteratively extends propagation in the tree until a subtree sufficiently large to decide
(non)diagnosability has been processed, or computational resources have been exhausted. In the latter case, our algorithm

Algorithm 1 C HECK D IAGNOSABILITY(jointree: J)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:

Ĝ ← ∅
nodes in J being considered
Σint ← ∅
events internal to Ĝ
repeat
v ← PickNode(J, Ĝ)
hĜ, Σint i ← AddToScope(v)
Propagate(Ĝ)
ĜΣint ← ProjectPaths(Ĝ, Σint )
Propagate(ĜΣint )
if ExistsTwinPlantWithCritPath(ĜΣint ) then
return GetCritPath(ĜΣint )
end if
until Ĝ = J or IsDiagnosable(root)
or ¬SufficientMemory(Ĝ)
if SufficientMemory(Ĝ) then
return “F is diagnosable”
else
ω ← set of components included in Ĝ
if ExistsTwinPlantWithCritPath(Ĝ) then
return “ω has a critical path”
else
return “ω has no critical path”
end if
end if

returns a conservative approximation of the exact solution that
can help to guide further analysis of a system.
The idea is that any critical path p in the global twin plant
can be detected by looking only at those twin plants that define
events in p, since other twin plants cannot affect the path. Our
aim is it to find a critical path defined over as few events
as possible to limit the scope of the jointree that must be
processed and to lower computational effort.
We search for such a path by iteratively increasing the set of
jointree nodes (twin plants) Ĝ under consideration and limit
our search to critical paths defined over internal events Σint
in Ĝ that do not appear in the remaining jointree. If such a
path can be found, nondiagnosability has been shown and the
search terminates.
Algorithm 1 outlines our search procedure. Assume that
root denotes the root node chosen for propagation; function
PickNode returns root upon initial invocation, and a node in
J neighbouring Ĝ on subsequent invocations. Node selection
heuristics are discussed in the next section. Initially, the root
node is the only source of diagnosability information. In each
iteration a new node that has a neighbour in Ĝ is selected
(line 4), expanding the scope of our search by adding it to Ĝ
and updating event set Σint . Jointree propagation is then run
twice:
1. On Ĝ (line 6) to remove inconsistent paths. This can
lead to the removal of nondiagnosable states which
in turn may cause the root to become diagnosable
(IsDiagnosable(root) is true) and thus verify diagnosability;
2. On ĜΣint (line 8), which is obtained by removing from
all twin plants in Ĝ the transitions labelled by events not

in Σint (line 7). This allows to detect if a twin plant
Ĝ ∈ Ĝ has a critical path whose global consistency can
be verified by considering only the twin plants in Ĝ, since
it does not contain any event that appears in the rest of
the tree. In this case, Algorithm 1 stops and returns the
critical path that implies nondiagnosability (line 10).
The algorithm continues until one of the following conditions is satisfied:
• The root node (and hence the entire system) has been
shown diagnosable. Note that it is indeed sufficient to
check only the root node, since if the root has no nondiagnosable states, none of the messages it propagates and
hence no twin plant includes a nondiagnosable state.
• The entire jointree is considered, but none of the twin
plants contains a critical path; hence the diagnosability
of the system is verified (line 14). The case where root
contains a critical path is covered by line 10, since Ĝ = J
implies that Σint contains all events.
• The available resources have been exhausted (lines 16–
21). In this case the maximal subsystem ω for which the
existence of critical paths has been decided (but not yet
verified against the rest of the system) is returned.
Any critical path in ω can be interpreted as hint indicating nondiagnosability (of at least the isolated subsystem
considered so far). In case critical paths exist in ω, then
the larger this subsystem is, naturally, the more likely the
whole system is not diagnosable; otherwise the reverse
is true. Such an approximate solution is also useful in
that it implies that on-line monitoring of this particular
subsystem will not be sufficient to reliably detect faults.
Example 8 Applied to our running example, Algorithm 1
selects the jointree node containing GS in the initial iteration. Since the events in any critical path in ĜS are
not internal to GS , neither diagnosability nor nondiagnosability can be established, and the scope of the search
must be expanded to include another subsystem. Assume GL is selected and added to the scope, leading
to Σint = {l : alert, r : alert, log, ready, write}. Again,
(non)diagnosability cannot be decided since all critical paths
in the Ĝ contain either a request or a reply event shared with
ĜC . After extending Ĝ with the remaining subsystem GC ,
Σint contains the events shared by GS and GC . Now, a critical
path in ĜΣint exists and the algorithm terminates in line 10.
Had the size of the system exceeded the available resources
after the second iteration, our algorithm would have returned
that the subsystem {GL , GS } is potentially nondiagnosable
(line 18), approximating the exact result.

3.5

Node selection heuristics

The heuristics used to select a jointree node to explore next can
have considerable impact on the number of nodes necessary
to decide diagnosability. Instead of directly choosing a node,
we select nodes based on the set of events that are introduced
into Σint by a candidate node.
Let Σp denote the set of shared events appearing in a critical
path p in a twin plant Ĝ ∈ Ĝ. Our heuristic is to expand Σint

with a new event in Σp \ Σint in the hope that p may at some
point evolve into a new critical path that contains only internal
events. To further focus the search, we only consider events in
Σp \ Σint for paths p for which |Σp \ Σint | is minimal.
Among these eligible events, we select one that appears in
the fewest nodes outside Ĝ. The idea here is to minimise the
number of nodes that need to be included in Ĝ for that event
to be internal. After choosing an event, we iteratively add to
Ĝ the neighbouring nodes containing that event.

4

Related Work

The diagnosability problem of discrete-event systems was
first addressed in [Sampath et al., 1995] by constructing a
deterministic diagnoser for the global system model. The
main drawback of this method is its space complexity that is
exponential in the number of system states.
Jiang et al. (2001) and Yoo and Lafortune (2002) proposed
different algorithms that are of polynomial complexity and
introduce the twin plant method. The question of efficiency is
also raised in [Cimatti, Pecheur, & Cavada, 2003] where the
authors propose to use symbolic techniques to test a restrictive
diagnosability property by taking advantage of efficient modelchecking tools. However, diagnosability assessment remains
exponential in the number of components, even when encoded
by means of binary decision diagrams as in [Cimatti, Pecheur,
& Cavada, 2003].
More recent work aims at establishing either diagnosability
or nondiagnosability, but not both. The work by Rintanen
and Grastien (2007) shows how to detect nondiagnosability by
searching for critical paths using SAT. If the algorithm cannot
find a critical path it does not imply that there is indeed none,
and it remains unknown whether the system is diagnosable or
not. Conversely, the decentralised approach of Schumann and
Pencolé (2007) can only establish diagnosability.
The approach of Pencolé (2004) is the closest to ours. It
is based on the assumption that the observable behaviour of
every component is live, which is more restrictive than our assumption (and that of [Sampath et al., 1995]), namely that the
observable behaviour of the system (but not necessarily that of
individual components) is required to be live. This restriction
implies that it is sufficient to only search for a critical path
in the twin plant ĜF containing the fault. In [Pencolé, 2004]
this is done by iteratively synchronising ĜF with other local
twin plants until diagnosability can be decided. In comparison
to our approach this corresponds to the synchronisation of all
twin plants Ĝ considered at each iterative step of Algorithm 1.
We do not require this synchronisation but achieve consistency by propagating messages with bounded event sets. If
we adopted similar liveliness restriction, it would be sufficient
to search the jointree root for critical paths and skip outward
propagation.

5

Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a new approach to attack the diagnosability
problem that addresses the fundamental complexity bottleneck
of the classical twin plant method. By limiting our iterative
analysis to a subsystem at a time, both the construction of the

global system model as well as the synchronisation of local
twin plants for entire subsystems can be avoided. Instead,
local twin plants are made consistent by passing messages in
a jointree representing clusters of related system components
represented as finite state machines. Even with this improved
algorithm, computational resources may be insufficient to find
an exact solution and our algorithm returns an approximate
solution that may guide further analysis. As part of future
work we plan to extend our approach such that possible causes
of nondiagnosability can be isolated and to explore ways to
restore diagnosability.
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